Abstract. According to the influence of wind power integration on the security and stability of power system, deterministic unit commitment is currently used to economic dispatch, which takes reserve capacities to cope with the wind power fluctuation. Compared with the traditional deterministic unit commitment, this paper adopts the scenario-based method to build the probabilistic unit commitment model. A method of wind irregular probabilistic distribution model based on "wind speed-wind power" relationship is proposed to describe the uncertainty of wind power with multiple scenarios. The paper has deeply research on the similarities and differences of deterministic unit commitment and probabilistic unit commitment, and analyzes the influence of two scheduling schemes on the system operation cost, solving efficiency and the ability of system acceptance wind power, respectively. A modified IEEE 118-bus test system is used to make simulation and verification, comparison results of two method provide strong technical support for the engineering community to the operation of probabilistic unit commitment.
Introduction
As an eco-friendly and renewable energy, wind power has more long-term environmental and economic benefits than traditional power generation. However, considering the volatility ， intermittency and un-dispatching ability of wind power, its large-scale connection to electricity grid will greatly challenge power system stability and grid dispatching.
Currently, according to the influence of wind power integration, deterministic unit commitment is usually used to economic dispatch [1, 2] . Deterministic unit commitment is based on the traditional unit commitment model, and takes the wind power forecast provided by the dispatching department as scenario of wind power output. The forecast error and probabilistic distribution of wind power output are not considered in deterministic unit commitment, spinning reserve is used to cope with the fluctuation of wind power. The generation schedule is relatively conservative, so adequate reserve capacity should be set aside to deal with the uncertainty of wind power. Reference [3, 4, 5] study the electric power system economic dispatch in a single period. According to the probability distribution of wind power prediction error, the second reserve capacity needed can be computed in preset wind power confidence, which can cope with the possible dispatch of wind power surplus or shortage.
A lot of research has been conducted on the power system safety check and unit commitment technology for large-scale wind power integration, the stochastic optimized models and methods such as scenario analysis method, chance-constrained programming model and interval-based optimization method are proposed. As a stochastic and uncertain unit commitment, the probabilistic unit commitment based on scenarios analysis method is used to deal with unit commitment problem containing wind power, which transforms uncertainty problem containing random variable into deterministic problem with multiple scenarios [6, 7] . The wind power uncertainty can be represented by forecast wind power scene and the wind power probability error scenarios, which are generated Monte Carlo scenario method based on wind irregularly probabilistic distribution. This method can accurately consider the uncertainty of wind power through a large number of scenarios, however, it has a high computational complexity in mathematics. It is difficult to understand and accept the direct application to scheduling and safety check in engineering. Essentially, the deterministic unit commitment is a special case of the probabilistic unit commitment only considering forecast wind power scenario, the solving efficiency is high and applicability is more extensive at present. However, the power generation plan is relatively conservative and weak in wind power fluctuation.
In this paper, in order to compare deterministic unit commitment and probabilistic unit commitment deeply, the two models are established respectively. In the probabilistic unit commitment, a method of wind power error distribution based on wind speed prediction error distribution is proposed, which can determine the distribution of wind power by the "wind speed-wind power" curve of the wind turbine. The paper presents a deep comparison between deterministic unit commitment and probabilistic unit commitment and analyze the cost and the solving efficiency of two scheduling schemes. Based on two schemes, a large amount wind scenarios were generated by Monte Carlo scenario method, which were used to check the ability of two scheduling schemes to respond to wind power fluctuation, respectively. The simulation results provide a powerful technical support for exploring the feasibility of taking into account the uncertainty of wind power, the operation characteristics of power system and the operability of dispatching operation, so as to enhance the safe and economical operation level of power system.
Model Formulation
Deterministic Unit Commitment model. The deterministic unit commitment only considers the wind power forecasting output and does not consider the uncertainty of the wind power directly. After considering certain constraints, the output scheme and startup and shutdown scheme of units can be planned for a certain time scale. The optimization objective is to minimize the operation cost. The objection function (1) is composed of fuel costs for producing electric power, and startup and shutdown costs of individual units. Where NT is number of periods (24 h 
Where i a , i b and i c are parameters of operation costs. The constrains of deterministic unit commitment are listed below include the system power balance constraints (3), system spinning reserve requirements (4), units ramping up limits (5)(6), units minimum ON time and OFF time limits (7)(8), units generation limits (9) , and generalized network constraints (10). Compared with the deterministic unit commitment, the probability unit combination directly takes into account the forecast error and probability distribution of the wind power and uses the scenario method to convert the uncertainty problem into the deterministic problem involving multiple wind scenarios, which can be solved directly.
A. Modeling of Irregular Distribution of Wind Power.
According to the forecast error of wind power, several empirical distribution models, such as normal distribution, beta distribution, Cauchy distribution and Laplacian distribution, have been put forward at home and abroad [8, 9] . Due to the difference of wind farm scale and prediction method, the error distribution may be fuzzy, or biased. It is difficult to make a definite stipulation on the distribution of wind power forecasting error. With the deep research and a large number of statistics [10] , it is found that wind speed prediction error is close to the normal distribution (11), as is shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 2 . According to the distribution of the wind speed prediction error Eq. 11, the probability distribution of wind power can be obtained (12) . Where w P is output of the wind turbine when the wind speed isV .
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B. Modeling of Probabilistic Unit Commitment.
Different from deterministic unit commitment, probabilistic unit commitment takes into account the uncertainty of wind power. In view of the established model of irregular wind power output, the wind power scenarios representing the wind power uncertainty are generated based on Monte Carlo scenario method, and the probability unit commitment considering wind power prediction error is established.
Probabilistic unit commitment model based on the deterministic unit commitment model, the objective function is kept unchanged and the wind power scenario constraints (13) P is simulated generation of wind power unit i at time in scenario s .
Model Solving
For the deterministic unit commitment, the objective function and constrains (7) and constrains (8) using the method in Reference [11, 12] , and the optimization model is transformed into a mixed-integer linear optimization problem, which can be solved directly by commercial optimization software.
The probabilistic unit commitment is based on scenario analysis method to describe the uncertainty of wind power, so the solution size will increase with the number of scenes. In the paper, the Benders decomposition technique is applied to decompose such an optimization problem into the master unit commitment problem, network security check subproblem, and scenario feasibility check subproblem [13] . Fig. 3 shows the flowchart of the proposed algorithm in which the forecasted wind power generation is given in the day-ahead scheduling.
A. Master unit commitment problem
The master unit commitment problem, which is composed of the objective function (1) and constrains (3)- (9), provides a commitment and dispatch solution that minimizes the operating cost of non-wind units by utilizing the forecast wind power generation. The wind power output scenarios are not considered in the problem, so the model scale is relatively small. At this point, the master unit commitment problem is a deterministic unit commitment.
B. Network security check subproblem
The network security check subproblem (17)- (25) is used for correcting transmission overflows based on dc power flow equations. In order to check transmission flows and gain a feasible solution in the case of flow violations, slack variables are added to transmission constraints. Where ω is transmission flow violations. The network security check subproblem can check the solutions solved in the master unit commitment problem, and guarantee that transmission flow violations are less than preset value, or Benders cut (26) will be added to the master problem. 
C. Scenario feasibility check subproblem
The scenario feasibility check subproblem will check whether the current commitment and dispatch solution of the master problem can accommodate the volatility of wind power in individual scenarios (27)-(30). A positive value of the objective function means the commitment and dispatch solution of the master unit commitment problem cannot accommodate the wind power volatility for a specific scenario, in which case a Benders cut (31) will be generated and added to the master unit commitment problem for the next iteration. 
Case Study
A modified IEEE 118-bus test system is used to make simulation and verification. The system has 54 thermal units, one wind farm. The wind farm is located at bus 12, whose installed capacity is 300MW. The cut-in wind speed of the wind turbine is 3.5 m/s, the rated wind speed is 12 m/s, and cut-out speed is 20 m/s. The forecast wind speed curve is shown in Fig. 4 , and the red bold solid curve in Figure 5 shows the wind power output. Based on the established wind power irregular distribution, 500 wind scenarios were randomly generated by Monte Carlo method, and 10 typical wind scenarios were retained by backward retraction techniques, as 10 blue dashed curves shown in Fig .5 . The wind power forecasting output and the wind power calculation scenarios are taken as the input data to solve deterministic unit commitment and probabilistic unit commitment under the same simulation conditions, respectively. The results are shown in Table 1 . As shown in Table 1 , the deterministic unit commitment only considers the wind power forecasting output and does not consider wind error scenarios directly, so the scene check and iteration number are always zero. Compared with deterministic unit commitment, the probabilistic unit commitment cost is slightly higher, because the master problem solutions in probabilistic unit commitment model would be checked and guarantee that all the 10 calculation scenarios can be satisfied by units output adjustment. 9 iterations occur in probabilistic unit commitment, which means that 9 Benders are added to master problem, so the feasible solution narrowed and the cost increased.
Based on irregular distribution of wind power and Monte Carlo scenarios sampling, 500 wind power scenarios are regenerated to conduct scenarios check for two kinds of unit commitment solutions under the same condition. If the solution can't cope with wind fluctuation by unit output adjustment, the wind power curtailment will occur, which means that the unit commitment solution fails in this wind power scenario. On the contrary, the solution is feasible in the scene. Simulation results are shown in Table 2 . As Table 2 shows, 10 groups of typical wind power computing scenarios are considered in the probabilistic unit commitment model, so the scenario verification pass rate is higher than deterministic unit commitment. Wind power curtailment in the probabilistic unit commitment is obviously less than deterministic unit commitment, which means that the probabilistic unit commitment is more capable of coping with wind power fluctuation.
Conclusions
In the paper, the deterministic unit commitment and the probabilistic unit commitment were compared in detail from the essence of the model, the scheduling cost and the solution efficiency. The results in Table 1 point out that, deterministic unit commitment has an advantage over probabilistic unit commitment in system operation cost and solving efficiency, which can be handled fairly easily with the rapid development of the computer. In addition, the iterations of the probabilistic unit commitment between the master problems and two subproblems are the essence of considering wind power fluctuation. The checked results of two kinds of unit commitment solutions in 500 wind power error scenarios, show that the scenario-based probabilistic unit commitment has advantage of coping with wind power fluctuation. The comparison results provide strong technical support for the engineering community to accept the operation of probabilistic unit commitment.
